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ABSTRACT
Hybrid morphology radio sources (HyMoRS) are a rare group of radio galaxies in which
differing Fanaroff & Riley morphologies (FR I/II) are observed for each of the two lobes.
While they potentially provide insights into the formation of lobe structure, particle ac-
celeration, and the FR dichotomy, previous work on HyMoRS has mainly been limited to
low-resolution studies, searches for new candidates, and milliarcsecond-scale VLBI obser-
vations of the core region. In this paper, we use new multi-array configuration Very Large
Array (VLA) observations between 1 and 8 GHz to determine the morphology of HyMoRS
on arcsecond scales and perform the first well-resolved spectral study of these unusual
sources. We find that while the apparent FR I lobe is centre-brightened, this is the result
of a compact acceleration region resembling a hotspot with a spectrum more consistent
with an FR II (“strong-flavour”) jet. We find that the spectra of the apparent FR I lobes are
not similar to their classical counterparts and are likely the result of line-of-sight mixing of
plasma across a range of spectral ages. We consider possible mechanisms that could lead to
the formation of HyMoRS under such conditions, including environment asymmetry and
restarted sources, concluding through the use of simple modelling that HyMoRS are the
result of orientation effects on intrinsically FR II sources with lobes non-parallel to the
inner jet.
Key words: galaxies: active – galaxies: jets – radiation mechanisms: non-thermal – radio
continuum: galaxies – methods: data analysis
1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Radio galaxy morphologies
Powerful radio galaxies can broadly be split into 2 morpho-
logical classes: Fanaroff & Riley (1974) class I (FR I) and II
(FR II) which were defined according to “the ratio of the dis-
tance between the regions of highest brightness on opposite
sides of the central galaxy or quasar, to the total extent of the
source”. FR Is are characterised by their twin jet morphology,
diffuse plumes, and have a surface brightness dominated by
the inner jet region (ratio < 0.5; ’centre brightened’). These
jets are thought to initially have highly relativistic bulk flow
speeds that then decelerate on scales of tens of kpc to around
. 0.2c which is thought to be the primary cause of particle
acceleration (e.g. Laing et al. 1999). In contrast, the jets of FR
IIs are thought to be highly relativistic out to large distances
(up to Mpc scales) and so are typically either not observed
or are one-sided. These jets terminate in a shock, usually lo-
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cated at the extremities of the source, forming a compact region
of emission known as a hotspot, which dominates the surface
brightness (ratio > 0.5; ‘edge brightened’). As these hotspots
advance through the external medium the shock accelerated
plasma is left behind (possibly with some back flow) to form
their characteristic radio lobes.
Although the FR I/II classification of radio galaxies is
morphological, a break in radio luminosity is also observed (e.g.
Owen & Ledlow 1994). FR Is are generally the lower powered
of the two classes having 178 MHz luminosity densities below
2×1025 W Hz−1 sr−1 (Fanaroff & Riley 1974) with FR IIs resid-
ing above this threshold. Although recent studies have called
this luminosity divide into question (Mingo et al. 2019) there is
strong evidence of differing evolution between the two classes
(e.g. Wall 1980), particularly with respect to the jet structure,
particle acceleration, and particle content on large scales (e.g.
Scheuer 1974; Laing & Bridle 2002; Croston et al. 2018). While
a dichotomy therefore still exists between the two radio galaxy
types the underlying cause is not clear and has been the subject
of much debate (e.g. Scheuer 1996; Kaiser & Alexander 1997).
Three solutions are generally favoured for explaining this di-
chotomy: 1) The FR I morphology is due to the entrainment of
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Table 1. List of target sources, properties, and observations
Source R.A. Dec. z Ref. S1.4 S4.9 LAS L-Band ToS (mins) C-Band ToS (mins)
Name (J2000) (J2000) (mJy) (mJy) (arcsec) A B Total B C Total
J1154+513 11h 53m 46.43s +51d 17m 04.1s 0.31 1 495 137 44.70 90 60 150 90 60 150
J1206+503 12h 06m 22.39s +50d 17m 44.3s 1.13 2 241 75 51.54 90 60 150 90 60 150
J1313+507 13h 13m 25.78s +50d 42m 06.2s 0.56 1 277 84 58.61 90 60 150 90 60 150
J1315+516 13h 14m 38.12s +51d 34m 13.4s 0.63 1 93 51 77.28 90 60 150 90 60 150
J1348+286 13h 47m 51.58s +28d 36m 29.6s 0.74 3 241 117 47.66 90 60 150 90 60 150
‘Source Name’ are the IAU names of the galaxies discussed in this paper. ‘R.A.’ and ‘Dec.’ columns list position in J2000 coordinates,
taken from Gawron´ski et al. (2006), ‘Redshift’ provides the photometric redshift to the source as given by the ‘Ref.’ column where: (1)
York et al. (2000); (2) Richards et al. (2009); (3) Mun˜oz et al. (2003). ‘LAS’ is the angular size of the source along its major axis, measured
from the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-centimetres (FIRST, White et al. 1997) survey. ’L(C)-Band ToS’ provides the time
on source for each band and configuration in minutes.
thermal plasma close to the core region (e.g. Laing et al. 2007).
2) The jet power and local environment determine how quickly
a jet becomes decollimated (e.g. Gopal-Krishna et al. 1996). 3)
There is a fundamental difference in the nature of the central
engine and/or the composition of the jets (electron-proton vs.
electron-positron pairs, e.g. Celotti et al. 1997).
While classical FR I and FR II morphologies comprise
the majority of the radio galaxy population, in 2000 Gopal-
Krishna & Wiita discovered a rare group of hybrid morphol-
ogy sources (HyMoRS), in which differing FR morphologies
are observed in each of the two lobes. These galaxies, of which
only around 30 are currently known, provide the opportunity
to probe two differing morphologies that are a result of just one
central engine, potentially providing a unique insight into the
cause of the dichotomy between the two FR classes. Despite
this potential wealth of information, studies of HyMoRS have
until recently remained limited to survey searches (e.g. Ban-
field et al. 2015; Kapin´ska et al. 2017) and investigations on
milliarcsecond-scales using Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI; e.g. Ceg lowski et al. 2013). Where studies have used
arcsecond resolution data (e.g. Gawron´ski et al. 2006, herein
G06), they were archival, narrowband observations in a sin-
gle array configuration, meaning the diffuse lobes are resolved
out due to lack of UV coverage on short spacings. The mor-
phology and mechanisms that cause the formation of HyMoRS
therefore remains relatively unexplored and non-intrinsic ef-
fects, such as orientation, cannot be ruled out in many cases.
1.2 The radio spectrum of HyMoRS
A detailed analysis of the shape and spatial distribution of
the spectrum of radio galaxies can provide key insights into
their underlying physics, particularly when considered on re-
solved scales. A limited spectral study of HyMoRS was per-
formed by G06, in which a gradient in the spectrum along the
length of the lobes was observed, similar to what is seen in
standard FR I and II sources. However, this study was hin-
dered by observations being available at only two frequencies.
A more recent study by de Gasperin (2017) at low frequen-
cies of a newly discovered hybrid morphology source provides
improved frequency coverage (323-1519 MHz) and an insight
into the low-energy electron population, but is unable to pro-
vide the resolution required to determine the small scale struc-
ture, spectral curvature, or the most diffuse emission at GHz
frequencies. Therefore while the observed large-scale spectral
gradients are likely to be real, the observations were unable to
reliably determine any small scale variations or any curvature
present within the spectrum.
In theory, for an electron population radiating via syn-
chrotron emission in a fixed magnetic field with an initial en-
ergy distribution described by a power law such that N(E) =
N0E−δ the energy losses scale as τ = EdE/dt ∝ 1/E ∝ 1/ν2,
leading to a preferential cooling of higher energy electrons. In
the absence of any further particle acceleration, this produces a
spectrum that becomes increasingly curved over time (spectral
ageing) and the fitting of such models to well constrained spec-
tra, particularly to the most diffuse emission where the oldest
plasma is likely to be located, is able to provide us with the
characteristic age of a source. In addition, the derived model
parameters are also able to provide key insights in to the un-
derlying nature of a source. For example, the injection index
that describes the initial electron energy distribution at the
point of acceleration has been shown to be much steeper for
FR II galaxies (Harwood et al. 2013, 2015, 2017) than for their
FR I counterparts (e.g. Heesen et al. 2014, 2018). There are
therefore clear, testable predictions that can be addressed by
this form of analysis with modern, broadband width observa-
tions, which will ultimately aid in determining the underlying
mechanisms that drive the formation of HyMoRS.
1.3 Outstanding questions addressed in this paper
It has been suggested by Gopal-Krishna & Wiita (2000) that
HyMoRS, simply by their existence, are highly indicative that
the FR I/II dichotomy is a result of radio galaxy environment,
rather than any intrinsic property of the central engine or jet;
however, without detailed knowledge of the underlying physics
of these sources neither these or any other possibilities can
be excluded. By confirming the morphology and performing
a detailed spectral study on small spatial scales for a given
source, one is potentially able to derive key information about
what is driving these powerful outflows. Using new Jansky Very
Large Array (VLA) observations to provide high fidelity images
over a wide frequency range (1 to 8 GHz) that will recover both
the compact and extended emission of a sample of 5 hybrid
morphology objects discovered by G06 (Table 1), we intend to
address three key questions:
(i) What is the morphology of the extended emission on
well resolved scales?
(ii) What is the spectrum of HyMoRS on well resolved
scales and how is this spatially distributed?
(iii) What mechanism gives rise to hybrid morphology
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objects?
In Section 2 we give details of target selection, data re-
duction and the analysis undertaken. Section 3 presents our
results and in Section 4 we discuss these findings in the con-
text of the aims outlined above. Throughout this paper, we
define the spectral index such that S ∝ ν−α and use a concor-
dance model in which H0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.27 and
ΩΛ = 0.73 is used (Spergel et al. 2003).
2 DATA REDUCTION AND SPECTRAL
ANALYSIS
2.1 Target selection and observations
In order to address the questions outlined above, the sample of
5 HyMoRS (Table 1) discovered by G06 in the FIRST survey
were observed with the VLA in multiple array configurations
and frequency bands. As the dynamics of these rare sources
are likely to be complex, this sample is ideal for addressing our
scientific aims as:
• Investigations using narrowband, single configuration
VLA observations have already been undertaken, meaning
they provide the best known candidates for being true hybrid
sources.
• There is a clear disparity between the extended emission
observed in the FIRST survey images and those at higher res-
olutions. The resolved morphology of these sources’ extended
emission is therefore still unknown.
• VLBI observations of the sample (Ceg lowski et al. 2013)
provides additional information about the inner jets, which
may prove vital in understanding their large scale morphology.
The ability of the VLA to provide broad bandwidth, high
sensitivity observations in a variety of array configurations
makes it the ideal instrument for the study of the large scale
structure of HyMoRS. As spectral curvature due to ageing is
most easily observable at a few GHz (Alexander & Leahy 1987;
Alexander 1987; Carilli et al. 1991; Perley et al. 1997; Hard-
castle & Looney 2001), the VLA C-band (4.0− 8.0 GHz) was a
natural choice for the required observations with complemen-
tary L-band observations (1.0 − 2.0 GHz) also taken to con-
strain the low-frequency spectrum and spectral ageing model
parameters (see Section 2.3). In order to ensure that both the
compact and diffuse structure was recovered, observations were
made using the A and B configurations at L-band, and B and C
configurations at C-band frequencies. This provided matched
UV coverage, a largest angular scale of 120 and 240 arcsec at
L- and C-band respectively, and a resolution on the order of 1
arcsecond at both frequencies meaning that all 5 sources are
well resolved. All observations used can be found under VLA
project reference 16A-391 with a summary given in Table 1.
2.2 Calibration and imaging
As the data are standard continuum observations, initial cal-
ibration was performed using the casaVLA pipeline1 in the
standard manner. The calibrated target sources were then split
1 https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/vla/data-processing/
pipeline
off and any remaining RFI flagged using a combination of the
casarflag task and manual inspection.
In order to combine the various array configurations, the
longer baseline observations (A and B configurations at L-
and C-band respectively) were self-calibrated in phase and
cleaned to convergence using the multiscale clean algorithm
Cornwell 2008; Rau & Cornwell 2011). For the imaging the
multiscale deconvolution was performed on scales of 0, 5, 10,
and 20 times the cell size, which was set to one-fifth of the
beam size. As the bandwidth of the observations was fraction-
ally large, the casa multi-frequency synthesis (MFS) clean
parameter nterms = 2 (Rau & Cornwell 2011), which scales
the flux by a spectral index value fitted over the observed
bandwidth, was used in line with standard practice. The cal-
ibrated longer baseline data where then used as a model to
cross-calibrate the shorter baseline observations. The data were
then concatenated and further phase only self-calibration cy-
cles were performed, culminating in one round in both phase
and amplitude.
The L-band A-configuration for J1315+516 required some
changes to the method described above due to self-calibration
resulting in the data between 1.5 and 2 GHz being entirely
flagged. The raw, uncalibrated data were therefore revisited
with additional flagging being carried out and the bandpass,
flux, and phase calibrated manually but this resulted in only
a minor improvement. The B-configuration data did not suf-
fer from this same problem therefore the A-configuration data
without any self calibration was concatenated with the self-
calibrated B-configuration data and one additional round of
phase only self-calibration applied using the B configuration
model.
Both J1348+286 and J1315+516 have several other bright
sources within the L-band primary beam that required cleaning
in order to decrease the noise values. This was achieved using
the “outlier fields” parameter of the casaclean task to spec-
ify additional phase centres to image following the standard
procedure outlined in section 5.3.18.1 if the casa cookbook2.
This significantly reduces the required size of the final images
which would have required a significantly larger image size.
Bright outlier sources were identified by searching the NVSS
catalogue within a radius of 30 arcminutes of the phase cen-
tres and selecting sources with 1.4GHz flux densities in NVSS
greater than ∼ 50mJy. These outlier fields were deconvolved
jointly with the images of the target sources using the same
clean parameters. The outlier imaging was not required for the
C-band data due to the much smaller primary beam size at the
higher frequencies decreasing the uncorrected flux densities of
the outlier sources.
To perform the resolved spectral analysis detailed in Sec-
tion 2.3, multiple images matched in terms of resolution, cell
size, and UV coverage are required over the frequency space
to constrain any curvature preset within the spectrum. After
initial exploratory imaging, we found the lowest noise images
with minimal artefacts were produced by a robust value of 0
and a common resolution of 1.3 arc seconds with a cell size of
0.26 arc seconds (one fifth the resolution). In theory, a larger
number of quasi-monochromatic observations are preferable;
however, this can only be achieved at the cost of sensitivity. As
the surface brightness of HyMoRS differs significantly between
the lobes 2 imaging strategies were adopted. For the images
used in the fitting of the higher surface brightness FR II lobes,
the L-band observations were imaged between 1 and 1.5 GHz
2 https://casa.nrao.edu/casa_cookbook.pdf
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Figure 1. Full bandwidth radio maps at 1.52 (left) and 6.00 (right) GHz of J1154+513, J1206+503, J1313+507, J1315+516, and J1348+286
(top to bottom) imaged using multiscale CLEAN and nterms = 2. Noise levels and properties are shown in Table 3. Contours levels are set
such that Scont = 5σrms × 2n . In order to highlight structure in the extended emission, the maximum colour scale values have been set to
match the brightest emission in the lobes.
using contiguous 64 MHz spectral windows (SPW), increasing
to 2 SPW’s (128 MHz) between 1.5 and 2 GHz. At C-band
frequencies, where the spectrum is generally much steeper, the
data was split in to 256 MHz chunks (4 SPWs) to recover the
most diffuse emission. For the images used in the fitting of the
FR I lobes where the plume-nature of the lobes means that the
surface brightness is much lower in the most diffuse regions of
plasma, we retain the L-band imaging strategy but combined
the full C-band bandwidth to create a single deep image. As
for spectral fitting it is crucial that we are recovering the same
structure across all images, and that fitting is limited by the
worse quality image, only SPW’s that contained high quality
data in both configurations were included.
In addition to the images used for spectral fitting, full
bandwidth images were also created with central frequencies of
1.5 and 6 GHz for all sources to fully explore the morphology
at the maximum possible resolution and recover the faintest
emission. As the full bandwidth images do not require the UV
coverage to be matched for all subbands, as is the case for those
used in the spectral fitting, images were made using all SPW’s
and cleaned using MFS with nterms = 2 on scales of 0, 5, 10,
and 20 times the cell size. The resulting images are shown in
Figure 1 with a summary of the images given in Table 2.
2.3 Spectral Analysis
2.3.1 Image alignment
To perform the well-resolved spectral analysis used in this pa-
per, accurate image alignment is critical. Frequency dependent
shifts introduced during calibration and imaging mean that
to achieve accurate alignment, we used the Gaussian fitting
method described by Harwood et al. (2013, 2015) that has
previously proved robust for this form of analysis.
Regions around the core of each source were first selected
using casaviewer and saved in pixel coordinates. Gaussians
were then fitted to each image using the casa imfit task and
the mean coordinates determined to provide a reference pixel
for the images to be aligned. The difference between the peak
of the Gaussian and the reference pixel were then determined
and the python scipy library’s interpolation method used to
shift each image into alignment. The accuracy of the alignment
was then checked refitting the Gaussians which resulted in a
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2019)
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Table 2. Summary of imaging parameters
Source Bandwidth (MHz) Cell Res. Outlier
A B C D (arcsec) (arcsec) fields
J1154+513 64 128 256 256 0.26 1.3 No
J1206+503 64 128 256 256 0.26 1.3 No
J1313+507 64 128 256 256 0.26 1.3 No
J1315+516 128 128 Full band 0.42 2.1 Yes
J1348+286 Full band 256 256 0.32 1.6 Yes
Summary of parameters used for the spectral age modelling images
described in Section 2.2. ‘Bandwidth’ is the bandwidth used for
each image between A: 1–1.5 GHz; B: 1.5–2 GHz; C: 2–4 GHz; D:
4–8 GHz. ‘Cell’ and ‘Res’ list the common cell size and resolution
used for each source in arcseconds. ‘Outlier fields’ denotes whether
outlier fields were used during imaging.
discrepancy on the order of only 0.001 pixel. The effects of
misalignment are therefore unlikely to have a significant effect
on our analysis.
While this method of image alignment has been performed
on a range of past projects, it has previously been a manual
process. In preparation for the large number of images that
will require accurate alignment in future and forthcoming sur-
veys, we have therefore automated this process in the form of
a publicly available python script3.
2.3.2 Spectral fitting
As described in Section 1.2, a detailed analysis of spectral cur-
vature present within radio galaxy lobes can provide key in-
sights in to the underlying mechanics of a source. In order
to address the questions laid out in Section 1.3, we therefore
used the Broadband Radio Astronomy ToolS (brats4; Har-
wood et al. 2013, 2015) software package, which provides a suite
of tools for the spectral analysis of radio sources on resolved
scales, to explore the spectral structure of the sample. The un-
derlying functionality of this software has been discussed in
detail elsewhere (Harwood et al. 2013, 2015), and so we do
not repeat that process here, but we instead provide a sum-
mary of the functions and parameters relating specifically to
this investigation.
To determine the thermal noise for each image, a back-
ground region was first defined for each field in a blank area of
sky well away from the target and any other bright emission
using casaviewer . The data were then loaded into brats and
the ‘setregions’ command was used to define regions to which
the model will be fitted on a pixel by pixel basis, assuming
an on-source noise multiplier of 3 to account for the increased
RMS noise arising from uncertainty in the modelling of ex-
tended emission that occurs during imaging (Harwood et al.
2013, 2015). We assumed the standard flux calibration errors
for L- and C-band VLA observations of 2 per cent (Perley &
Butler 2013). These values were used throughout for determin-
ing both region selection and the statistical values associated
with the model fitting. As in HyMoRS the morphology of each
lobe is different, it is plausible that the parameters used to
model the spectra may also vary. This process was therefore




the core region which is not expected to be described by models
of spectral ageing was excluded.
In order to determine the characteristic age of the observed
plasma, the Tribble model of spectral ageing (Tribble 1993) was
fitted to the observations using the brats ‘fitjptribble’ com-
mand. This model is based on the canonical Jaffe and Per-
ola model of spectral ageing (JP model, Jaffe & Perola 1973),
which assumes a single injection of particles with an energy
distribution described by a power law that are then subject to
radiative losses. The Tribble model uses the standard JP model
assumptions that pitch angles are isotropic on short timescales
relative to the radiative lifetime and that the magnetic field
strength is constant over the lifetime of the source, but at-
tempts to more realistically model the magnetic field structure
by assuming a Gaussian random field, allowing electrons to
diffuse across regions of varying field strength. In the weak
field, high diffusion (i.e. free-streaming) case, the spectrum
can be modelled by integrating the standard JP losses over
a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. While computationally ex-
pensive, the Tribble model has been shown to provide an im-
proved goodness-of-fit over the traditionally used JP model for
radio galaxy lobes (e.g. Harwood et al. 2017) whilst maintain-
ing the more physically plausible assumptions it makes com-
pared to the often better fitting model of (Kardashev 1962)
and (Pacholczyk 1970) (KP model). It is therefore ideal for use
in the moderately sized sample investigated here. The Tribble
model has been discussed at length previously and so we do
not repeat that process here but instead direct the interested
reader to work by Hardcastle & Krause (2013) and Harwood
et al. (2013) who provide a full derivation and comparison be-
tween the different model types.
While the magnetic field strength of the sources would
ideally be determined via synchrotron/inverse-Compton fitting
(e.g. Croston et al. 2004; Harwood et al. 2016), this is only
possible for a limited number of sources where high resolution,
high sensitivity X-ray data are available. We have therefore
taken the standard assumption of equipartition determined us-
ing the synch code of Hardcastle et al. (1998), corrected by a
factor of 0.4Beq ; the median value derived from a large sample
of radio galaxies where the magnetic field strength has been
determined via synchrotron/inverse-Compton fitting (Ineson
et al. 2017). While it has so far only been possible to deter-
mine such a correction for FR II radio galaxies, and values
are known to range between 0.3 and 1.3Beq (e.g. Croston et al.
2005), it is unlikely to have a significant impact on the the con-
clusions of this paper and provides a better estimate than an
uncorrected equipartition value. We also note that in a sim-
ilar manner to variations in the magnetic field strength, the
redshifts for our sample are photometric and so a change in
distance could alter the spectral age significantly; however, as
within this paper we are primarily interested in the relative,
rather than absolute, ages within a source this is unlikely to
have an impact on our results.
One of the key parameters which must also be determined
when fitting models of spectral ageing is the power law de-
scribing the initial electron energy distribution, known as the
injection index. Where the initial distribution is described such
that
N(E) = N0E−δ (1)
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Table 3. Summary of full bandwidth images
Source Resolution (arcsec) RMS Noise (µJy beam−1) Score (mJy beam−1)
1.52 GHz 6.00 GHz 1.52 GHz 6.00 GHz 1.52 GHz 6.00 GHz
J1154+513 0.94 × 0.82 0.79 × 0.55 17.9 9.10 34.4 18.8
J1206+503 0.88 × 0.71 0.88 × 0.54 19.8 8.39 5.89 4.29
J1313+507 0.94 × 0.82 0.79 × 0.55 15.7 7.37 8.42 7.23
J1315+516 2.1 × 2.1 2.1 × 2.1 14.6 3.58 11.4 12.9
J1348+286 1.6 × 1.6 1.6 × 1.6 19.4 3.84 32.1 30.6
Thus if lobe emission is observed at low enough frequencies
such that radiative losses are negligible, and/or any curvature
in the spectrum can be accounted for, it is possible to deter-
mine the injection index empirically. We therefore determined
the injection index for the lobes of each source using the brats
‘findinject ’ command which sets the injection index as a free
parameter and uses χ2 minimisation to determine which injec-
tion index best describes the observed emission, allowing any
curvature within the spectrum to be accounted for (see Har-
wood et al. 2013 for a detailed discussion). A grid search was
performed using this method with a step size of 0.01 between
0.50 (the physical minimum limit on first-order Fermi acceler-
ation) and a reasonable upper limit of 1.0. For sources where a
minimum had not yet been reached, the bounds were extended
accordingly.
Once all of the parameters described above had been de-
termined, a final model fitting run was performed for each
source assuming standard Lorentz factor values of γmin = 10
and γmax = 1 × 106 (Carilli et al. 1991; Hardcastle et al. 1998;
Godfrey et al. 2009; Harwood et al. 2016) and the relevant
images, data, and statistical values exported for analysis.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Morphology
The overall morphology of the sample shown in Figure 1 are
in good agreement with the original investigation by G06, dis-
playing a clear difference between the two lobes in all cases
confirming their apparent hybrid morphology classifications.
While some of the most diffuse emission is not recovered in
the combined images, this is due to the higher resolution and
frequencies used compared to the original study. This is made
evident from the contours of Figure 2 where lower resolution
images have been used at GHz frequencies for the purposes
of model fitting. We note that an unusual north/south struc-
ture is also observed close to the core in the L-band image of
J1313+507 but, as this feature is not seen at higher frequencies
or in the original study by G06, is most likely an imaging arte-
fact. We therefore exclude this region from any analysis per-
formed in this paper. Given the good agreement with previous
studies we are therefore confident that the observed structure
of the lobes for our sample is robust, in many cases reveal-
ing additional emission due to the improved UV coverage and
increased sensitivity.
While the morphology on the largest scales is therefore
in agreement with previous studies, the improved resolution
and image fidelity reveals a number of previously unobserved
structures. On these improved scales the FR II lobes remain
morphologically as one would expect in all cases; however, the
same cannot be said for the apparent FR I lobes. Most no-
tably distinct disconnects between the core and the peak lobe
emission (where particle acceleration is thought to occur) exist
in all sources, resembling inner hotspots rather than the ex-
tended brightening observed in archetypal FR I sources such
as the plumed 3C31 (Heesen et al. 2018) or the lobed 3C296
(Hardcastle et al. 1997). Even for J1315+516, which repre-
sents the best example of a classical FR I morphology in our
sample, we note the acceleration region remains relatively com-
pact and emission connecting to the core is much weaker that
one would expect for a typical FR I source, with peak bright-
ness located well away from the core region. Interestingly, a
previously undiscovered second disconnect is also observed in
J1154+513 between the inner regions surrounding the peak
emission and the emission towards the outer edge of the lobe.
We also note that for J1206+503 the improved sensitivity of
the lower resolution GHz modelling images reveals previously
unseen emission connecting the bright inner core to the more
diffuse outer regions at C-band frequencies, matching that ob-
served at L-band, but still lacks any jet-like emission close to
the core.
Due to the sensitivity limits of the study by G06, little
was previously known about the high resolution morphology of
J1348+286. From the lower resolution maps of G06 the mor-
phology appears to be that of a hybrid; however, from Figure 1
we see that the peak emission in the apparent FR I lobe is lo-
cated at the edge of the sources with the majority of the diffuse
emission located south of the core. The brightness distribution
of this diffuse emission is clumpy with bright regions spread
throughout the lobe and a notable “hole” with a significant
brightness deficit located centrally in the lobe. Multiple cali-
bration and imaging methods were used to confirm the robust-
ness of the images, with little variation in the observed struc-
ture. This unusual morphology is discussed in Section 4.2.3,
but note here that J1348+286 can be unified under the same
scheme as the other sources in our sample.
One surprising feature revealed by the improved resolution
of the images presented here is the presence of secondary peaks
close to the end of the apparent FR I lobes in some sources.
This is most prevalent in J1313+507 with 3 brightened regions
along the length of the lobe terminating in a mushroom-shaped
large-scale morphology. Similar features are also observed in
J1206+503 and J1154+513, with the later having a particu-
larly bright peak located close to the end of the lobe. Such
features are absent from both J1315+516 and J1348+286 sug-
gesting that they may be a common, but not a required, ob-
servational feature of hybrid morphology sources.
3.2 Spectral modelling
3.2.1 Modelling parameters
The results of the injection index determination described
in Section 2.3.2 are summarised in Table 4. The sources
J1154+513 and J1206+503 follow a χ2 curve similar to most
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other radio galaxies, but note that both lobes take values more
commonly associated with FR IIs (αinj > 0.6; Harwood et al.
2013, 2015, 2017). The derivation of uncertainties on these val-
ues and their application to spectral age modelling have been
described in detail in previous work (Avni 1976; Harwood et al.
2015) and so we do not repeat that process here, but it is worth
noting that the errors given in Table 4 are those of the model
fit and do not account for additional physical or observational
effects. Once such process is that of the superposition of spec-
tra is likely to have a significant impact on the apparent FR
I lobe (see Section 4.2.3) and so the uncertainties are likely to
be significantly higher than the values stated. Regardless, even
assuming a significantly higher error estimate of δαinj = 0.05
results in the injection index for the FR I lobe lying within the
FR II regime. While morphologically similar to these sources,
the injection index of J1313+507 is more inline with what one
would expect for a truly hybrid source with one lobe taking
steeper, FR II type values and the other a flatter injection in-
dex commonly associated with FR Is (αinj ≈ 0.5; Young et al.
2005; Laing & Bridle 2013).
In contrast, both lobes of J1315+516 and J1348+286 are
observed to have flatter FR I type injection indexes, with val-
ues αinj < 0.6. While it is not uncommon for FR II lobes to
take such values, and might be expected given the differing
morphologies (Figure 1) compared to the three sources dis-
cussed above, we note that for both sources one lobe goes
below the commonly assumed lower limit of αinj = 0.5. For
J1315+516 this difference is small and is discussed further in
Section 4.1, but for J1348+286 a minimum is still not observed
despite extending our search range suggesting it falls well be-
low αinj = 0.4. While a flatter injection index will increase the
spectral age of the plasma, this will only have a significant
impact for the eastern lobe of J1348+286. We therefore opted
to use the physical limit for first-order Fermi acceleration of
αinj = 0.5 during model fitting in all cases where flatter values
are derived.
Using these injection index values, along with the dimen-
sions and total flux measured from the full bandwidth 1.5
GHz images, the magnetic field strength for the lobes of each
source were derived (Table 5). Typical nearby radio galaxies
are observed to have equipartition field strengths on the or-
der of 1 nT, ranging from sub-nT values for remnant sources
(e.g. Blob1, Brienza et al. 2016) to higher field strengths for
bright FR II sources (e.g. 4 nT for Cygnus A, de Vries et al.
2018). Accounting for the increased redshift of our sample,
which is thought to approximately scale as (1 + z)0.8 (Krolik
& Chen 1991), the equipartition values which range from 0.95
nT (J1348+286, eastern lobe) to 7.42 nT (J1154+513, western
lobe) are consistent with other radio galaxies. As described in
Section 2, we assume the magnetic field strength of the lobes
to be 0.4Beq when performing the spectral age model fitting.
3.2.2 Spectral fitting
3.2.3 J1154+513
The results of the model fitting for J1154+513 are shown in
Figure 2 with the corresponding statistics and maximum age
shown in Table 6. The eastern lobe is well fitted by the spec-
tral ageing model; however, the distribution of ages is unusual
compared to what one would expect for an FR I type source.
While the inner regions display low-age plasma, consistent with
being the primary site of particle acceleration as one would ex-
pect, multiple hotspot-like low age regions are also observed
in the outer lobes. While low age regions of plasma are found
Table 4. Best fitting injection indices
Source Lobe FR type Injection Error
Index + -
J1154+513 West II 1.01 0.01 0.01
East I 0.94 0.01 0.01
J1206+503 West I 0.65 0.01 0.01
East II 0.80 0.01 0.02
J1313+507 West I 0.49 0.01 0.01
East II 0.65 0.01 0.01
J1315+516 West II 0.46 0.01 0.02
East I 0.62 0.01 0.01
J1348+286 West II 0.63 0.01 0.01
East I <0.4 – –
Best fitting injection indices for the HyMoRS sample as detailed
in Section 2.3.2. Errors are determined using the methods of Avni
(1976) and its application to spectral ageing models by Harwood
et al. (2015).
both at the edge of the lobe and the core in other FR I sources
(e.g. figure 11 of Laing et al. 2011), these are normally more
extended structures and often connected to the core by a visi-
ble FR I type jet, compared to the compact and disconnected
hotspot-like regions observed here. The inner and outer regions
of plasma also appear to be separated by a high age band of
emission at the midpoint of the source. While the most eastern
of these low-age emission regions is likely due to edge effects
as observed in previous ageing studies (e.g. Harwood et al.
2013), the remaining three features correlate well with both
the brightening in the intensity map (Figure 1) and with these
features tentatively observed in the spectral index map of the
original study (figure 1 of G06). We are therefore confident
that these structures are intrinsic to the source.
In contrast to the eastern lobe, the western lobe of
J1154+513 is poorly fitted by the spectral ageing model being
rejected at the >99 per cent confidence level. From the χ2 map
(Figure 2) one can see that while the hotspot region provides
a reasonable fit, the more diffuse regions result in particularly
high χ2 values. This is particularly prominent in plasma to the
west of the second peak of emission which may provide some
clue as to the cause. We discuss this feature along with the
possible cause of the usual eastern spectral structure further
in Section 4.1.
3.2.4 J1206+503
The spectral structure of J1206+503, at least initially, appears
to take a more classically plumed FR I distribution than that
of J1154+513 with an age gradient increasing away from the
assumed sites of particle acceleration5. The eastern lobe is well
fitted by the model and is distributed as one would expect for
an FR II type source; however, the western FR I lobe is rejected
at the >99 per cent confidence level. This is in contrast to
the poorly fitted FR II lobe of J1154+513 suggesting that the
goodness-of-fit is not type dependent.
While the western lobe of J1206+503 appears to display
an archetypal age gradient for a plumed FR I that increases
with distance from the core, it is interesting to note that the
secondary peak of emission in the outer lobe is coincident with
5 We note that this is not a requirement for an FR I classification
with a spectral index increasing towards the core being observed in
lobed FR Is e.g. Laing et al. (2011).
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Table 5. Source dimensions and magnetic field strengths
Source Lobe FR type 1.52 GHz Length Width Length Width Volume Geometry Equipartition Magnetic field
name flux (Jy) (arcsec) (arcsec) (kpc) (kpc) (×1023 m3) strength (nT) strength (nT)
J1154+513 West II 2.64 10.5 5.2 64.0 31.6 5.4 C 7.42 2.97
East I 3.72 18.9 4.5 113.0 27.1 22.0 C 4.80 1.92
J1206+503 West I 1.95 18.6 4.9 153.5 40.3 21.1 C 3.44 1.38
East II 1.02 12.6 5.1 185.6 58.4 19.5 C 4.16 1.66
J1313+507 West I 1.24 22.5 7.1 153.4 48.3 22.0 C 1.55 0.62
East II 3.13 14.0 8.3 109.7 65.2 39.6 C 2.11 0.84
J1315+516 West II 4.04 38.5 19.4 262.9 132.4 65.2 C 1.72 0.69
East I 4.11 31.2 31.8 212.6 217.1 860 E 0.99 0.40
J1348+286 West II 3.69 27.1 9.2 197.8 67.0 12.5 C 3.00 1.20
East I 2.95 19.0 29.2 138.6 213.2 53.4 E 0.95 0.38
‘Source Name’ are the IAU names of the galaxies discussed in this paper. ‘FR type’ lists the lobe morphology, with ‘1.52 GHz flux’,
‘Length’, and ‘Width’ as measured from the 1.52 GHz full bandwidth images to the 3 sigma contours. Note the dimensions are those used
to determine the magnetic field strength and may not fully extend to the core. ‘Volume’ shows the derived volume of the lobe assuming
either a cylindrical (C) or ellipsoid (E) as noted in the ‘Geometry’ column. ‘Magnetic field strength’ lists the value used in all modelling
assuming B = 0.4Beq , where Beq is given in the ‘Equipartition strength’ column.
the most poorly fitted regions of plasma (χ2 map of Figure 2).
It is therefore possible that a second low age region of plasma
is present, similar to that observed in J1154+513, but with a
significantly steeper injection index. For a fixed set of modelling
parameters, this would likely manifest itself in the ageing maps
as an old but poorly fitted region of plasma such as is observed.
We explore this possibility further in Section 4.1.
3.2.5 J1313+507
Both the western and eastern lobes of J1313+507 are well fit-
ted by the spectral ageing model. The eastern, FR II lobe has
a classical distribution of ages with zero age emission at the
hotspot with age increasing towards the core. As is the case
with J1154+513 and J1206+503 the FR I lobe, although well
fitted by the model, also displays a variety of non-typical spec-
tral features. At the inner acceleration region, older emission
appears both away from and towards the core. This unusual
spectrum has the highest χ2 values across all of the source
and is rejected at the >99 per cent confidence level. Further
independent observations would therefore be required to con-
firm this feature and so is excluded from consideration for the
remainder of this paper; however, the unusual spectral struc-
ture of the outer western lobe is more robust. Similar to the
FR I lobes of the sources described previously, we observe a
secondary peak of emission near the tip of the lobe, where low
age emission is once again observed. While from the lower res-
olution contours the most easterly of this zero age emission
appears to be well offset from this brightening, one can see
from the high resolution C-band images that a faint tertiary
peak is present. It is interesting to note that once again a slight
offset if observed between the peak emission and these zero age
regions.
3.2.6 J1315+516
J1315+516 provides the best model fitting results of all the
sources studied, with very few regions being rejected above the
90 per cent confidence level (Table 6). The spectral curvature of
both lobes follows a distribution typically associated with FR I
and FR II lobes with zero age emission close to the acceleration
regions and an increasing age away from and towards the core
respectively. Accounting for the significantly smaller maximum
value compared to the other sources in the sample, the χ2 map
shows a relatively even distribution of goodness-of-fit across the
source consistent with the uncertainties one would expect from
such observations.
While the age gradient of J1315+516 therefore supports
it being an archetypal hybrid morphology source, the primary
acceleration region is still observed to be disconnected from the
core. This common feature suggests that although the large-
scale morphology differs between sources, the mechanism for
particle acceleration is similar and that, despite appearing cen-
tre brightened, an FR II type jet may be present.
3.2.7 J1348+286
The spectral structure of J1348+286 follows on from its un-
usual morphology described in Section 3.1. While the model
provides a reasonable goodness-of-fit and we are unable to re-
ject it even at the 68 per cent confidence level (Table 6), there
is a notable lack of zero-age emission around the assumed sites
of particle acceleration. The model in these regions is well fit-
ted (χ2 map of Figure 2) and so is unlikely to be a result of
incorrect model parameters such as may be the case for certain
regions of J1206+503. Some patchy regions of low-age emission
are observed around the low-emission hole in the eastern lobe
and coincident with the inner regions of the assumed jet path
in the western lobe. Localised acceleration, such as turbulence,
and jet/lobe interactions may explain such features, but we do
not consider these to be the primary sites of particle acceler-
ation as it is unlikely to be the source of the observed wider
scale emission.
Due to the unusually steep spectrum of the primary accel-
eration region and its close proximity to the assumed core, com-
posite maps using Pan-STARRS images (Flewelling et al. 2016)
and the 1.5 GHz radio contours were created. From Figure 3
one can see that the core is coincident with a large, reddened,
elliptical host. We are therefore confident that the location of
the core is correct. The bright, flat-spectrum core (αcore ≈ 0),
combined with the prominent hotspot in the western lobe im-
plies that the jets are still currently active and so the lack of
zero-age emission cannot be explained by J1348+286 being a
remnant source. The hotspot like feature of the Eastern (FR
I) lobe seen in intensity suggests that this usual spectrum is
likely due to strong mixing of electron populations along the
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Figure 2. Spectral ageing maps (left) of J1154+513, J1206+503, J1313+507, J1315+516, and J1348+286 (top to bottom) with corresponding
χ2 (middle) and error maps (right). All maps have been overlaid with 1.5 GHz flux contours. Modelling parameters are shown in Tables 4 and
5 with statistics and the maximum spectral ages given in Table 6.
line-of-sight, which may also explain the unusual profile found
when determining the injection index. We discuss this further
in the context of the intrinsic nature of HyMoRS in Section
4.1.
4 DISCUSSION
The results presented in Section 3 provide the first opportunity
to explore the extended emission and spectrum of hybrid mor-
phology radio galaxies on well-resolved scales. Understanding
these observations is crucial if we are to determine the mech-
anisms and conditions that give rise to HyMoRS and gain in-
sights into the wider radio galaxy formation process. In this
section we discuss the observed properties of our sample and




While a variety of properties are observed to be different be-
tween radio galaxy types (most notably power) the classifi-
cation of radio galaxies is purely morphological, defined as
the centre-brightened FR Is and edge-brightened FR IIs. With
modern observations it would therefore appear trivial to ver-
ify the classification of potential hybrid morphology sources;
however, whether their morphologies are intrinsically hybrid
or only observationally hybrid is key to determining their role
and importance in the context of the wider population.
The brightening that defines FR I and IIs is the result
of differing primary sites of particle acceleration within the
lobe. For classical FR I sources such as 3C31, this is generally
accepted to be due to an initially relativistic jet decelerating
on scales of ∼10 kpc which results in a bright, extended “flare”
that, at the resolutions discussed in this paper, appears to be
connected to the core region (e.g. Laing & Bridle 2002). From
Figure 1 it is apparent that this is not the case for the FR
I lobes of our sample, with the primary particle accelerating
regions for all sources being both compact and clearly detached
from the core, similar to the hotspots found in FR II radio
galaxies.
One of the key differences between the acceleration regions
in FR I and II sources is the observed range of initial electron
energy distribution values. While FR I sources are seen to have
an injection index close to the limit of first-order Fermi acceler-
ation (αinj ≈ 0.5, Young et al. 2005; Laing & Bridle 2013) it is
now well established through both GHz (Harwood et al. 2013,
2015) and MHz frequency observations (Harwood et al. 2016,
2017) that FR IIs have a much wider, often steeper, range of
values from αinj = 0.5 to > 1. If the jets and particle accel-
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eration mechanisms that form the lobes of hybrid sources are
similar to their respective classical counterparts, one might ex-
pect to see similar injection index values. However, as noted
in Section 3.2.1 even accounting for the caveats related to the
uncertainties associated with the injection index and assuming
a more conservative estimate, two of our sample (J1154+513
and J1206+503) have values that exceed the αinj = 0.5 to 0.6
range found in FR I radio galaxies, taking values more com-
monly associated with FR IIs6.
For the two sources where αinj ≤ 0.6 (the remaining source
sitting on the border between the two extremes) the χ2 profile
is relatively flat around the minimum values, only rising sig-
nificantly above αinj ≈ 0.8 (Appendix A). Previous studies of
standard radio galaxies have generally produced a well-defined
χ2 curve with a clear minimum when using a similar quality of
data. One possible explanation is electron population mixing
in which the observed plasma consists of a range of spectral
ages leading to the underlying assumption that each region
consists of a single age being violated. This in turn can lead to
systematic errors in the derivation of both age and injection
index, and possibly the poorly defined minima seen in the χ2
profiles. The most likely causes of such population mixing to
be observed are intrinsic mixing due to e.g. turbulence, and
empirical mixing due to the observers line-of-sight through the
plasma.
Regardless of cause, the impact of varying the injection
index values for the model fitting performed would be to sys-
tematically change the ages across the lobe of each source.
Given the uncertainties in the dynamics of these sources (e.g.
electron population mixing) such a shift is unlikely to signifi-
cantly impact our findings as it is the relative age distribution,
rather than absolute age, that is of interest. While such effects
may therefore affect the measured ages, it is clear from the in-
jection index values and unusual χ2 profile that the observed
properties corresponding to the FR I and FR II lobes of hybrid
morphology sources are not identical to their classical, edge-on
radio galaxy counterparts. Given the overall morphology and
initial electron distribution, our sample suggests that it is likely
a “strong-flavour” FR II, rather than “weak-flavour” FR I, jet
present in both lobes of hybrid sources despite being observed
close to the core. Future VLBI observations of these regions
would aid in confirming this scenario.
4.2 What causes hybrid sources?
4.2.1 Strongly asymmetric environment
Arguably one of the most widely supported explanations for
the formation of hybrid morphology sources based on previous
studies is the presence of a strongly asymmetric environment.
While no direct measurements of the environment are avail-
able, the findings of Ceg lowski et al. (2013), who use VLBI
measurements to determine there is no discernible difference
between the two inner jets, means such an environment is the
most straight forward explanation. Under such conditions, the
jet on one side is disrupted as it passes through a dense environ-
ment where as the other punches relatively unimpeded through
a much weaker medium to form the FR I and FR II lobes re-
spectively. However, the presence of FR II type hotspots re-
6 Flatter injection index values (αin j ≈ 0.5) are relatively common
in FR II sources, but the inverse (i.e. steeper values) cannot be said
of FR Is.
vealed by the higher resolution observations presented in this
paper make this scenario significantly less likely.
Ceg lowski et al. (2013) find that the inner region of the
sample displays FR II type jets on both sides of the core. We
note that due to an error in the size scale calculated in the
original paper, the observed jet lengths are on scale of 100-200
pc at the typical redshifts of the sample – rather than the 1-10
pc originally stated – a scale on which powerful FR I sources
are typically observed to have well-collimated jets on both sides
of the nucleus. Without further information, this makes such
jets indistinguishable from those of FR IIs, but nevertheless
limits the distance at which any jet disruption can occur to
& 100 pc.
Given the apparent compact nature of the acceleration re-
gions, this leads to two possible scenarios if the newly discov-
ered hotspots are to be formed intrinsically: the sources reside
in relatively typical, albeit asymmetric, environment densities
but the jet power is low; or the jet powers are typical of those
found in FR II sources, but the environment densities are very
high on one side. The luminosity of our sample L178 ∼ 1027
W Hz−1 sr−1 all lie well above the 178 MHz FRI/II divide of
L178 ∼ 1025.5 W Hz−1 sr−1 (Fanaroff & Riley 1974) suggest-
ing the jet powers of hybrid objects are similar to those of
classical FR IIs, making the low power case unlikely. Under
the high power, high density scenario, the presence of hotspots
suggests that the jets retain their FR II type characteristics out
to larger distances and are not disrupted or subject to recolli-
mation shocks as would be the case for weak-flavour FR I jets.
To create the conditions required to form a hybrid morphology
source in this way, a steep density gradient would be needed
to occur on scales of tens of kpc across the core region. This is
a physically unlikely scenario for the large scale environment.
Hence without strong empirical evidence of such conditions ex-
isting, we find this explanation unconvincing. While such an
absolute difference in the large-scale external medium is there-
fore unlikely, a case for a localised difference could still be made
in the case of restarted sources. We discuss this possibility fur-
ther in the next section.
4.2.2 Restarted sources
One way in which the problems associated with a strong den-
sity asymmetry in the large-scale environment may be resolved
is if it is only the environment local to the lobes which displays
such an imbalance. Such differences are significantly easier to
produce as they can occur on much shorter timescales as a
result of the processes within the radio galaxy itself. One pos-
sibility for creating such conditions is the collapse of the lobe
region cleared by an episode of previous active galactic nucleus
(AGN) activity on one side of the source. In such a scenario, an
initial phase of activity forms a classical radio galaxy before the
central engine eventually switches off, leaving an adiabatically
expanding low density remnant lobe. If, due to the external
pressure, one side of the lobe was to collapse being replaced
by the denser external environment, a second episode of AGN
activity would result in significantly differing advance speeds
for the newly formed acceleration regions.
From Figure 1 we see that three of our sample (J1154+513,
J1206+503, J1313+507) show a bimodal brightness distribu-
tion in the FR I type lobe, with the bright primary acceleration
region close to the core, a reduction in brightness towards the
middle of the source, and a secondary peak of emission near
the edge of the lobe. There is therefore some evidence to sug-
gest that the sources within our sample could plausibly result
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Figure 3. L-band 1.5 GHz flux contours overlaid on optical RGB images. The optical image uses the i, r and g bands from the first data
release of Pan-STARRS (Flewelling et al. 2016). The host galaxies are unequivocally identified as the sources that coincide with the location
of the radio core. It is highly unlikely that the radio core and the galaxy are two unrelated sources seen in projection.
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Table 6. Model Fitting Results
Source Lobe FR
∑
χ2 Mean χ2 Confidence bins Rejected Median Max age + -
name type < 68 68 - 90 90 - 95 95 - 99 ≥ 99 Conf. (Myr)
J1154+513 West II 14885 40.89 34 44 14 44 288 Yes > 99 5.40 0.60 0.53
East I 10880 7.15 1243 126 29 40 83 No < 68 7.66 0.99 0.89
J1206+503 West I 25398 41.98 106 43 13 35 408 Yes > 99 5.50 0.94 0.69
East II 7137 17.80 154 74 35 70 68 No < 68 4.01 0.49 0.41
J1313+507 East II 8070 9.40 544 117 53 64 81 No < 68 10.79 1.61 1.80
West I 3113 5.01 398 105 35 46 37 No < 68 13.01 1.42 1.22
J1315+516 East I 5828 1.37 4203 52 0 0 0 No < 68 19.49 4.50 2.56
West II 4535 1.20 3743 23 3 1 0 No < 68 18.59 3.93 2.92
J1348+286 East I 54418 10.14 2294 1237 530 857 447 No < 68 7.81 0.96 0.84
West II 11852 5.20 1954 270 35 18 1 No < 68 7.19 0.87 0.89
‘Model’ refers to the spectral ageing model fitted to the target listed in the ‘Source’ column.
∑
χ2 lists the sum of χ2 overall all regions
with an equivalent mean value shown in the ‘Mean χ2’ column. ‘Confidence Bins’ lists the number of regions for which their χ2 values
falls with the stated confidence range. ‘Rejected’ lists whether the goodness-of-fit to the source as a whole can be rejected and ‘Median
Conf.’ the confidence level at which the model can be rejected.
from multiple episodes of activity; however, the morphology of
the remaining two sources and the spectral age distribution of
the entire sample is less simple to explain in the context of a
restarted AGN.
The morphology of J1315+516 and J1348+286 show no
signs of such a bimodal brightness distribution, with the mor-
phology of J1315+516 being particularly unlike most restarted
sources. While this does not completely exclude the possibil-
ity of being restarted, the spectral age distribution of the full
sample (Figure 2) shows little evidence of remnant emission.
While J1154+513 does show a distinctive jump in characteris-
tic age between the inner and outer regions of the FR I lobe,
the age distribution of the remaining four sources is consistent
with a single episode of activity. Strong mixing of the remnant
and current electron populations would therefore be required
to explain the observed distribution. Given that a condition of
forming the lobe asymmetry through restarted sources is a high
local density in the particle acceleration region, the strong flow
of plasma towards the edge of the lobe that would be required
to form such conditions seems unlikely. Combined with their
relatively young age (Tavg ≈ 10 Myr) meaning that the duty
cycle and collapse of the cavity cleared by a previous episode of
emission must occur on relatively short timescales7, therefore
leads us to believe that restarted sources are not the cause of
hybrid morphology objects.
4.2.3 Orientation
One possibility yet to be considered is the effects of orienta-
tion that can significantly impact the observed morphology and
spectrum of a source. As discussed in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.2.2,
electron population mixing due to line-of-sight can significantly
alter both the observed curvature and spatial distribution of
the spectrum but, in the case of orientation, without the need
for tightly constrained conditions intrinsic to the source.
Using the code of Martin Krause (private communication)
which is based on the relativistic aberration formulas of Gower
et al. (1982) and assuming both lobes have an intrinsically FR
II morphology, the simplest case of directing one jet towards
the observer can comfortably account for difference in distance
7 Mixing of fresh plasma with remnant emission would increase the
steepening of the spectrum, meaning the characteristic ages would
be an upper limit under such conditions.
between the two acceleration regions through light travel time
effects. However, even with precession it cannot fully account
for the lobes extending well beyond the acceleration regions
or for spatial offsets in which the two lobes and core are not
aligned (e.g. J1154+513). Adding jet precession can to some
extent improve on these problems, particularly in the context
of spatial offsets, but again cannot fully account for the lobes’
extended morphology.
One way in which the observed morphology could be
formed in the case of two intrinsically FR II type lobes is if
the inner jet, hotspots, and diffuse lobe emission are not par-
allel. This can be achieved either through the heavy bending
of the jet itself, the direction of the lobes being at an angle to
a lightly-bent jet, or some combination of the two. Such bent-
jet radio galaxies are more commonly observed for FR I type
morphologies (known as wide angle tail, WATs, in their FR I
form) and are thought to be the result of the lobes being swept
back by the relative motion of the surrounding medium in a
dense environment, such as those found in clusters (e.g. Begel-
man et al. 1979; Sakelliou & Merrifield 2000). Recent surveys
have shown that radio galaxies possess a wide range of un-
usual morphologies (e.g. Shimwell et al. 2019) with bent-jet
FR IIs having now being observed in the plane of the sky (e.g.
J0827+464 Missaglia et al. 2019). For such sources, one would
expect offsets between the hosts/radio cores with respect to
the position of the lobes to be common, a feature supported
for our sample by Figure 3, which unambiguously identifies the
hosts as coincident with the bright core and offset from the
projected position of the lobes. Such conditions are therefore
plausible for our sample of rare hybrid objects.
The precession code discussed above cannot currently ac-
count for jet curvature or lobes not parallel to the jet; however,
using a 3-dimensional toy model of a bent-jet FR II, orientating
towards the line-of-sight can reproduce a morphology in which
the lobe emission extends well beyond the hotspot (Figure 4,
left). Similarly, the spatial offset between the hotspots and core
can also be replicated by introducing a simple precession to the
jet (Figure 4, right). While such models do not account for rel-
ativistic effects, using the precession code to replicate the jet
angle for this model we find this is unlikely to have a significant
impact on our results as only large angles to the line-of-sight
(> 45°) and only relatively minor precession are required to
reproduce the observed morphology. These large angles to the
line-of-sight also satisfy the criteria set by the VLBI observa-
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tions of Ceg lowski et al. (2013), who limit the orientation of
the inner jet to > 21°, the point at which the counter-jet no
longer becomes visible.
Such a straight-forward interpretation of the complex mor-
phology of hybrid morphology sources not only provides a so-
lution that is not bound by the tight environmental constraints
discussed in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, but can also explain the
unusual lobe and acceleration region spectra and its spatial
distribution. For such orientations, the spectrum of the ac-
celeration regions of an intrinsically strong-flavour FR II jets
are a superposition of freshly accelerated plasma and the aged
electron populations present in the lobe. As discussed in Sec-
tion 4.1.1, such population mixing can explain the unusual χ2
profile when determining the injection index values as well as
the particularly steep values such those observed in J1154+513
(αinj > 0.9) and occurs naturally as as result of the apparent
position of the hotspots relative to the lobes in such models.
In the same way, the spectrum of the lobes will be also
affected by line-of-sight mixing. The extent to which the spec-
trum is affected will depend on the exact orientation and in-
trinsic morphology of the lobe, which cannot be determined
here, but can range from a slight departure resulting in unre-
liable characteristic ages, to a complete rejection of standard
spectral ageing models. The morphology of the lobes are un-
likely to be as simple as the toy models presented here and are
observed to have a range of shapes and smaller scale features
such as clumpy emission and filaments (e.g. atlas of DRAGNs:
Leahy, Bridle & Strom8). Combined with the finding that the
spatial distribution of spectral ages is often asymmetric along
the jet axis (e.g. Harwood et al. 2013, 2015, 2017), this means
that the exact spectrum will depend on the geometry and dy-
namics of each lobe. For example, if a low-age region of plasma
close to the edge of the lobe lies coincident with a much older,
more extended region sharp age gradients may be observed
such as appear in J1154+513. Similarly, the superposition of
clumpy and/or filamentary structure in the lobes could lead to
similar features in projection that do not manifest themselves
spatially as would be expected if one were to assume the lobe
is approximately in the plane of the sky. Such conditions could
also potentially explain the secondary low age/intensity peaks
in the outer regions of the FR I lobes detailed in Section 2.3.2
that are particularly prominent in J1154+513; however, sim-
ulations would be required to determine the viability of this
scenario.
J1348+286 provides a particularly interesting case, with
a clear lack of low-age plasma coincident with the intensity
peak that is usually associated with the particle acceleration
region. So far, we have only considered an orientation in which
the counter-jet produces the FR II side of the source, with the
jet pointing towards the observer resulting in the apparent FR
I morphology. However, the reverse of this orientation can –
and indeed should – also be present within the radio galaxy
population. From Figure 4 we see that a model with the same
starting conditions as previously used but with the viewing
angle rotated180° along the x-axis results in the same observa-
tional effect, but with the apparent FR I lobe being associated
with the counter-jet. We critically note that the hotspot spec-
trum under such conditions can become severely affected by
superposition with a large volume of heavily aged plasma, as
it is viewed through a significant fraction of the lobe emission.
This is likely to lead to a more diffuse, steep spectrum accel-
eration region such as is observed in J1348+286. Of the two
8 http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/atlas/
sources in which both jets are clearly detected by Ceg lowski
et al. (2013) the counter-jet of J1348+286 is directed towards
the FR I lobe, compared to J1154+513 in which it is directed
towards the apparent FR II lobe, consistent with the orienta-
tion base interpretation described above.
While heavily bent jets are used in the toy models pre-
sented here, as noted above lobes lying at an angle to a much
straighter jet can achieve the same effect. For the majority of
our sample, determining the host galaxy properties is currently
not possible due to their low surface brightness and the limited
number of Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) bands available.
However for two sources, J1315+516 and J1348+286, optical
classifications have been made as part of SDSS Data Resease
15 (Aguado et al. 2019). These spectra suggest that both have
a quasar host, hence are orientated more towards the observer
than in the plane of the sky. The 3 arcsecond fibre size of
SDSS means that these classifications should be viewed with
some caution, particularly for J1348+286 where another bright
galaxy is located nearby. Due to the degeneracy between view-
ing angle, lobe angle, and jet curvature it is therefore not pos-
sible with the data currently available to determine tight con-
straints on these free parameters, but the morphological and
spectral effects remain similar. Follow-up Gemini observations
will confirm the initial quasar classification as well as deter-
mine if this holds for the rest of the sample (Stroe, Harwood
and Vernstrom, in prep).
A number of testable predictions can be made for this
orientation based model to determine its validity, particularly
when applied to larger samples. In the case of jets inclined to-
wards the observer signatures of beaming should be apparent.
One method for the detection of such effects is the ratio of core
to total emission (core prominence) which is known to have a
median value for the 3CRR objects (Laing et al. 1983) at 1.4
GHz of Score/Stot ∼ 3 × 10−4 (Mullin et al. 2008). From Ta-
bles 1 and 3 we see that our sample has core prominence values
ranging from 2.4×10−2 (J1206+503) to 1.3×10−1 (J1348+286),
well above of the 3CRR sample. As noted above, the lack of
jet asymmetry seen in VLBI observations for most sources ex-
cludes very small angles to the line of sight, but such beaming
effects suggest that moderate angles are present in the sample,
consistent with an orientation based interpretation.
The aspect ratio of the lobes (length/width) should also
provide a testable feature for an orientation based interpreta-
tion. For the bent-jet models presented in Figure 4, the as-
pect ratio of the apparent FR I lobe should be systematically
higher than the FR II side. From Figure 1 it is clear that for
J1315+516 and J1348+286 such an aspect ratio difference be-
tween the two lobes exists; however, for the remaining three
sources this is far less clear. Such ratio differences are affected
by both the unknown viewing angle and intrinsic source mor-
phology which may vary significantly in the presence of a dense
environment and so the expected aspect ratio will likely be sys-
tematic over large samples, rather than applicable to individual
sources. We discuss the wider population and surveys to which
such tests will be applied further in Section 4.2.4.
Another testable feature of the bent-jet model is a distinct
asymmetry in the polarisation between the two lobes. Under
such conditions, the receding lobe should be more depolarized
than its advancing counterpart due to emission having to pass
through a larger amount of plasma in the intergalactic medium.
The expected difference again relies heavily on the exact ori-
entation, jet curvature, and lobe morphology of the source but
should be present in observations of hybrid morphology ob-
jects. A detailed analysis of the polarization properties of our
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//
Figure 4. Simple orientation models for hybrid morphology sources. Top: hotspots and core aligned (left) and offset (right) with the apparent
FR I lobes orientated towards the observer. Bottom: Apparent FR I lobes orientated away from the observer where the ”eye” symbol shows
the viewing angles for the left hand model. Note precession also can be introduced in this orientation to provide the same hotspots/core offset
effects as above.
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sample is outside the scope of this paper, but will be the sub-
ject of future investigation (Vernstrom, Harwood and Stroe, in
prep).
It is clear from the discussion above that quantifying the
dependency between orientation, jet curvature, and lobe mor-
phology is key to providing quantitative predictions and deter-
mining their intrinsic morphology. Simulations are therefore
likely to be vital in determining the most likely parameters for
the sources in our sample (Shabala & Harwood, in prep) which
can subsequently be tested on larger, more uniform samples of
HyMoRS. However, regardless of the detailed parameters, the
ability of the orientation models presented here to explain all
of the unusual morphological and spectral features observed
in our sample provides both the simplest and most complete
explanation for the cause of the hybrid morphology sources in
our sample.
4.2.4 The hybrid morphology population
While the orientation based explanation described above holds
well for the sample presented here, there remains the question
of whether this is true for the wider population of hybrid mor-
phology objects. One simple metric for determining its viability
is whether the population of bent-jet FR II radio galaxies as
viewed in the plane of the sky if sufficient to support the num-
ber of HyMoRS given a homogeneous distribution of viewing
angles. The largest published sample of HyMoRS is currently
that of Kapin´ska et al. (2017) who present 25 new candidates
found in the ∼170000 radio sources of Radio Galaxy Zoo data
release 1, giving a candidate fraction of 0.015 per cent. From
the original 21 candidates found in FIRST by Gawron´ski et al.
(2006) only 5 were confirmed through 4.9 GHz follow-up obser-
vations suggesting that this fraction may be significantly lower;
however, as both of these searches are based on the same survey
they are likely to suffer from similar limitations.
Due to the FIRST survey using only 3 minutes snapshots
in the VLA B configuration, diffuse emission is often not ob-
served. If the acceleration regions are the result of compact
hotspots as suggested by the bent-jet model, a fraction of the
sample will be missing significant emission from the lobes –
particularly from the apparent FR I lobe – and the source may
instead being classified as e.g. and asymmetric FR II, or in
the most extreme cases as unassociated point sources. Such
values should therefore be taken as a lower limit rather than
definitive values. Similar problems occur when attempting to
determine the total number of bent-jet FR II in the plane of
the sky in such surveys. As the hotspots and core are nec-
essarily misaligned, identification of these sources is difficult
without sufficient diffuse emission to confidently associate the
three components, meaning the total number of bent-jet FR II
therefore currently remains unknown. The short baselines, low
frequency, and resolution provided by LOFAR (van Haarlem
et al. 2013) mean that the forthcoming LOFAR Two Meter
Sky Survey (LoTSS) data release 2 will help to resolve these
issues by providing a large sample of sources in which com-
plex morphology objects can be confidently identified and will
therefore be the subject of future work to test the prevalence of
both bent-jet FR IIs and hybrid morphology sources (Harwood
and Mingo, in prep).
While we are therefore currently unable to determine re-
liable statistics on the hybrid population, comparisons can be
made to other known HyMoRS with respect to the robust-
ness of the bent-jet model. Comparing the findings of Kapin´ska
et al. (2017) we see that the majority have a similar morphol-
ogy to our sample as observed in FIRST, with 19 of the 25
sources appearing to contain a compact acceleration region
that is disconnected from the core (figures 1 and 2 of Kapin´ska
et al. 2017). The remaining 6 sources lack either the resolution
or extended emission required to determine if such conditions
exist. While follow up observations would be required to ro-
bustly confirm such structure, preliminary exploration of the
LOFAR Two Meter Sky Survey value added catalogue (LoTSS;
Shimwell et al. 2019; Williams et al. 2019) using the automated
morphological classification of Mingo et al. (2019) suggests that
those sources where structure can be confidently identified con-
tain similar morphological features to those presented here. It
is therefore likely that this orientation based explanation can
be extended to explain a significant fraction of hybrid popula-
tion.
While the bent-jet model described above can therefore ac-
count for a large fraction of the known hybrid population, some
alternative explanations, while not being directly applicable to
our sample, cannot be ruled out and may be applicable when
exploring larger (and potentially less biased) samples. One such
possibility is a population of intrinsically FR II radio galaxies
that are orientated close to the line-of-sight in which the inner
jet outshines the near-side hotspot. Under such conditions the
approaching jet would be classified as FR I, but is likely to re-
sult in a more extended acceleration region that may be more
closely connected to the core. This explanation is unlikely to
be the cause for the majority of our sample due to the compact
nature of the acceleration regions and strong beaming is not
found through VLBI observation (Ceg lowski et al. 2013) and
so the a model in which the jet is more strongly bent would
be favoured. However, a case could be made that such effects
partially impact J1315+516 given the more extended acceler-
ation region, the core prominence shown in Section 4.2.3, and
the tenuous detection of a quasar spectrum for its host galaxy
although either jet-bending and/or non-aligned lobes would
still be required to explain the diffuse emission well beyond
the jet termination point. For a larger sample of HyMoRS in
which such conditions are suspected and optical data is avail-
able to confirm their host spectrum, such a scenario should be
relatively straight forward to test as the observed asymmetry
between core and acceleration regions should be well described
by relativistic effects.
Another plausible scenario is one in which HyMoRS are
observed at similar viewing angles to those proposed for the
bent-jet model, but the lobes have been swept away from the
core such as is observed in WATs creating a bent FR I type
morphology on both sides of the source. WATs are known to
have a wide range of unusual morphologies and are commonly
observed to have acceleration regions disconnected from the
core when in the plane of the sky (e.g. 3C465; O’Dea & Owen
1985). Simple modelling of such a morphology in the same
manner used in Section 4.2.3 suggests that, while plausible,
for an apparent FR II lobe to be observed requires the source
to be at such an orientation that significant emission should
be observed extending across the core region; a feature that
not seen in our sample. However, this does not exclude the
possibility of such sources and, given that a significant number
of WATs are know to exist in the plane of the sky, should make
up some fraction of the hybrid population when larger samples
are explored.
While a number of other niche cases, such as remnant ra-
dio galaxies in an asymmetric environment, are also possible
such explanations generally require a narrow set of conditions
to be viable and are therefore not likely to make up a signifi-
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cant fraction of the overall population. We therefore conclude
that while the exact fraction of each scenario cannot yet be
determined, the orientation of an intrinsically FR II type jet –
whether heavily bent, a WAT, or inner jet dominated – is likely
to be the primary cause for the hybrid morphology population.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented the first resolved spectral study
at radio frequencies of hybrid morphology sources (HyMoRS),
recovering both compact and diffuse emission on arcsecond
scales. Using the sample of Gawron´ski et al. (2006), we have
uncovered the kpc scale morphology, spectrum and underlying
cause of these unusual sources. Addressing the primary sci-
ence questions posed in Section 1.2 we find with respect to the
morphology and spectrum of hybrid morphology objects that:
(i) The morphology of the apparent FR I lobes are centre
brightened as expected.
– The centre brightening is the result of a compact,
hotspot-like acceleration region well separated from the
core.
– The morphology and spectrum suggest that the accel-
eration regions are the result of FR II (strong-flavour) jets.
(ii) The spatial distribution of the resolved spectrum is not
similar to most classical radio galaxy lobes.
– The unusual spectrum is most likely the result of line-
of-sight electron population mixing.
We also address point (iii) of our primary science questions,
the underlying cause of hybrid morphology objects, concluding
that:
• Hybrid morphology objects are most likely the result of
orientation and are intrinsically FR II radio galaxies.
• The underlying radio galaxies are expected to contain
either bent jets, lobes lying at an angle to a straight jet, or
some combination of the two.
• The orientation models presented can explain both the
morphological and spectral features observed in both this
paper, and previous investigations.
• The apparent FR I lobe can result from either the
approaching or counter-jet, which have distinct features in
both their intensity and spectrum.
• Other models considered, including large scale environ-
mental asymmetry and restarted sources, cannot account for
all spectral features observed and require a restrictive range of
conditions to form the required morphology.
In order to determine the detailed parameters and con-
ditions under which hybrid morphology sources exist, further
investigations will be required, including simulations and opti-
cal observations to determine host galaxy properties and AGN
type. Environmental and clustering information – gained from
for example X-ray observations – will also be key in confirm-
ing our non-parallel jet/lobe interpretation. Regardless of the
detailed mechanics of HyMoRS, the orientation interpretation
presented here currently provides the best explanation for the
cause of hybrid morphology objects with the ability to provide
a plausible explanation for all of the observed spectral and
morphological features.
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Figure A1. χ2 values as a function of injection index. Plots zoomed to the minimum values are shown inset for each panel. Fitting was
performed with an initial step of 0.05 between 0.5 and 1.0 and a secondary step size of 0.01 around the minimum values, extended to 0.4 where
appropriate. The data are fitted with natural cubic splines. As all points lie on the fitted spline they are excluded for clarity.
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